
Shadow 751 

Chapter 751: Portals all over the world 

The whole world was shocked. That morning, just as it about to reach afternoon, when the sun should 

be at the highest points, rips of space appears all over the world. 

These rips of space are like a portal that connect Earth Prime with the Multiverse 

There are space rips that could easily be seen, like the one in the sky or the one in the ground. And there 

is some that is not. 

At the sky, space rips open and all kinds of energy flooded the world. 

In the bottom of the oceans, there is also rips of space. This are the rips that the world did not see 

The Bubble Land that is one of the mysteries of the world also popped out in a few spots in the seabed. 

These rips of space also affect the weather of the world, bringing all kinds of natural phenomenon to 

become a calamity level natural disaster 

Thunders and lightning covers the world, with snow also pouring in. Heavy rain hit the ground like it 

wanted to attack the world. 

Wind turns into storms, taking over thunder and lightning as a lightning storm ravages the sky and the 

land 

The sun could not be seen up there above the sky as everyone sight was blocked by the millions of 

portals appearing out of nowhere. 

And that is not the only things that shock the people of the world. 

They could see with their eyes, the distance between one place to another seems to be stretched out by 

some unexplainable force 

Some hills grow into a mountain, with its peak piercing the clouds and going even higher, flowers and 

plants blooming on either side of the new mountain. 

Thunder and lightning could not destroy it and the wind split when they come near the protruding 

mountain. 

Rivers widened so large that a journey that would take a few jumps now become an area where one 

could fit a large ship into it. 

The Sea rumbles as all kinds of waves rises up from the sea and the Earth quake as abyss opened up. 

Some of these abyss spew large flames. Some other spew water, the water itself contains some 

powerful magical properties. 

Wherever the water falls, grass will grow and colorful flowers bloomed. 

And a few rare one’s spew energy. 
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Temples and structures that is foreign to Earth prime suddenly appears. It appears like a mirage first, 

then it became solid and then it stays there. 

Like something is superimposed onto a painting which then were pasted into the original canvas. 

Realities are colliding and things from other words begins marking it marks on Earth prime. 

Loki is there on the World Government entering the largest rip of space in the world right now and 

holding off the largest fleet of the Seresian world. 

That large rips of space are probably there because of the fact that the World Gate is in the Island of 

Peace. 

Because of what Azief and Will had done, there is an instability of the equilibrium of Time and Space in 

the World Gate, making it able to produce such a large and wide portal to another Earth. 

And everyone could feel that something is about to come out from these portals. 

Outside the portals in the Island of Peace, a woman bathed in white light is pointing her bow to the 

Heavens. 

When she plucks the strings of her bow, lights would shoot into the portals, killing thing that is inside it. 

Roars sounded and roars dissipated 

In the largest portal, Loki is delaying the coming of the largest fleet of demonic monsters by employing 

the deceiving of Laws. 

It seems like Island of Peace is safe now. But that is far from the truth this content of novelfullbook.com, 

if you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update 

hourly 

Because that is not the only portals around the Island of Peace. 

There is a lot more and the demon’s flies out from those other portals, bringing a baleful aura of death 

and destruction 

BOOM! 

A mace flies out and a shout echoes in the Island 

‘Do not fear!’ and Raymond appears, clad in golden armor, looking like a chivalric warrior. His face is like 

always handsome and his appearance is dashing. 

Like a sun that drove away the darkness of night, he stands there on the air looking particularly brave, 

The pressure around his body that is emanating out distort the edges of the portals near him, forcing a 

few small portals to close up almost immediately. 

Raymond the Earthshaker enters the battle! 

Rows and rows of gigantic Earth Wall appears blocking the descent of these demonic soldiers. 



Wherever he pointed his mace at, the sound of eruption sounded. With his powerful physical bodies, he 

enters and fights the demons, smashing the heads of the demonic soldiers with his mace. 

The mace curses and Raymond laugh at the world! 

Fired up by the appearance of their Supreme Commander, The Golden Legion of the World Government 

flies up to the sky like celestial soldiers and divide themselves fighting on many of the portals in the sky. 

The whole Island of Peace is mobilized and the scene of fighting could be seen in the sky and down in 

the ground 

Now, the whole world had seen it. Coming from the portals in the sky is demonic beings. 

Most of them are Seresian. 

On the ground there is also other invading forces. They are not demon-like creatures but humans that is 

from other Earths. 

On the sky demons are invading. 

On the ground there is humans invading. Unlike the demon’s soldiers from the sky, those in the ground 

were first shocked when they come through to this world. 

It is clear they do not know what to expect when they cross the Space Tunnel 

But then they regrouped. And they decided to fight. These people seem to think that Earth Prime is 

good for the taking. 

This people must come from the same Earth and they must have conquered other world before. 

But maybe this convergence is something that is unexpected for them. 

Instead of trying to understand this new world, and contacting the authorities or leaders of this world, 

their first response was to fight and take this world. 

If Azief was here, he would know that this is one of the world he had stranded on. 

The people of this world is a conquering race. 

The history of that world deviated from any history of Earth Prime and they embarked in a different kind 

of development. 

They have traveled the stars and conquered the stars and they keep conquering and colonizing more 

stars. 

They did not have magic but they have powerful technology. But even then Azief was not afraid of them 

In that world Azief did not do much. 

The largest of these group of people arrived in one of the large portals in the Asia continent. The 

moment they regrouped the began attacking. 

The Sage of Arrays, Lee Sangmin who was sitting on the walls of the Lotus Palace, got up from the city 

walls 



His eyes see it and he smirked. 

‘Do they think the people of this world is only a decoration?’ he said 

He had a staff made of wood. 

‘Arrogant people that do not know the heights of the world’ he said 

He pointed his staff toward the sky. Then he wrote something with the end of his staff. A shining array 

revolves across the sky of the Asia continent. 

Something seems to be written up there in the sky. 

The words he wrote could not be recognized and it is written in an unknown character. it has lines, 

vertical and horizontal lines. 

They are also a few symbols. 

But whenever one looks at the sky, they could understand what Lee Sangmin wrote 

‘Mortal’ That is what he wrote. 

The moment that he wrote that, a powerful pressure envelops the entire Asia continent. 

A village that is about to get destroyed by these humans from another world suddenly seems to distort. 

A powerful pressure burst out from the people of that village but it did not come from themselves. 

Like their potentials are being brought up forward, these energy gathers and then burst out towards the 

invaders 

The entire Space of that village seems to be shaken 

The one attacking the village suddenly burst into explosion, leaving nothing of their body. 

Even their powerful iron armors were crushed into atom particles. 

Clouds covers the Asian continent. Lee Sangmin moves his staff. And the clouds move, imbued by the 

word mortal. 

Some of them flew down to the ground and cover the entrance of the Space Tunnel. 

Other clouds went and turns into swords, spears and all kinds of weapon and rains down upon the 

enemies. 

The Mortal character shines brightly over the Asia continent and it began to cover up the Heavens. 

But these kind of conquering humans is not all of the humans that came out from the portal. 

Not all of them is the same 

There are people who came out from the portal and after looking at Earth prime they burst out in 

happiness and crying in joy. 



These people came from another world that Azief did not go before. Probably it is one of the world that 

the World Gate had travel towards. 

With the Multiversal Convergence happening, any worlds that Earth prime resident had travelled 

before, is the first one that is being converged. 

Not all of these places is the result of Azief and Will journey into the Multiverse. 

Some of them are from worlds that Azief had never visited before. 

Because before the Orvanians came, Azief and Will was not the only one traveling inside the Multiverse. 

There is that mysterious figure one called the Dimensional Traveler who seems to always be in different 

places at different times all over the world 

The name itself is pretty self-explanatory 

The people that suddenly were transported into Earth Prime was perplexed. They all look toward each 

other and step into Earth Prime. 

They wear white lab coats and unlike in Asia where these people from other worlds are wearing 

something like military iron armor, these people look normal. 

This people come out of the portals in the Amazons. 

The few people who made their residence in the Amazon flew out from their houses and brandish their 

weapons, pointing it at these people. 

They did not seem to come with bad intention and they are as weak as normal people before the Fall. 

They convey their intention and they look around with the original inhabitants of the world looking at 

them with vigilance. 

Right now, all kinds of races and from the parallel Earth and the Multiverse is coming into Earth prime. 

Some come by designs. Others come by accidentally. 

The people of Earth prime did not think too much about these people that come from other worlds. 

Not everyone understand what is happening right now in the world. 

Because not everybody is privy to the knowledge of the multiverse and there are only a few people that 

have the ability to travel to and fro from the myriads worlds of the Multiverse. 

So, the method to handle these people that come out of nowhere is very simple. 

Those who attack them, they attack back. Those who did not, will be spared and will be interrogated 

later. 

To some people who lived during the Weronian Invasion, they even think that this is just another 

invasion from the otherworldly forces and they have to fight 

The humans with the high technology might be unbeatable in other worlds, but here, where a wave of 

one hand could overturned mountains and split the Heavens and Earth, their high tech technology is 



nothing more than an explosive toy in the eyes of people who have the power of Seed Formation and 

Disk Formation leveler. 

They were many such battles all over the world right now. 

Everything is chaotic. 

The inhabitants of the Earth prime did not hesitate to kill when someone attack them. They treated this 

as a provocation from other worlds. 

To them, these people are no different than the Weronians. If they did not want to suffer, they must 

fight. 

No one wanted to live in a world like the world in Weronian Occupation again 

Seed Formation experts and Disk Formation experts that is in seclusion also comes out. They flew out 

from their mountains, island and caves and underwater palaces. 

They come out and brings with the terrible power that accompany them. their momentum affects the 

Worldly and the Universal energy. 

It changes the colors of the sky and quake the Earth with each step. 

The humans of the other world attacks with their laser and plasma blast. 

But a Disk formation expert slash with his sword, and tens of thousands of these men wearing powerful 

armor that could destroy a battleship men were cut down, their body disintegrates into particles of 

atom. 

Chapter 752: Battle between worlds (1) 

Disk Formation had a lot of restriction in fighting in the world because of the Article of Distribution. 

While this make them able to live a peaceful life, it also hinders their training in battle. Since each Disk 

Formation is prohibited in fighting against each other they could not gain experience. 

They could spar of course but they have to spar far away from Earth. 

Not everyone has the free time to go to fight in a distant star and not everyone could find a person that 

they could spar with. 

Right now, it was like the restriction has been lifted. The world is being attacked, and so titans and 

giants of the world are coming out to kill all invaders 

That is the exception of the rule. 

In the Article it is mentioned that if the world is being attacked by other worlds, Disk Formation 

powerhouse could ignore the rules to dispel the invaders and is responsible to do so. 

Disk Formation leveler that have secluded themselves and did not show their face for years is now like a 

War God that has been unleashed, killing thousands and even millions of people all over the world. 
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Some of them are laughing while all kinds of energy of the world gathered around them, making them 

almost like the Laws of the world itself. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content 

please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Disk Formation have the essence energy of Laws. 

They are always close to the Laws of the World. 

While they could not manipulate it as freely as a Divine Comprehension leveler, they could flow with it, 

taking advantage of the Laws of the World. 

The enemies that is coming out from the space rips is endless like each of the space rips portals seems 

to lead to an infinite invading soldiers and come from infinite worlds 

But that did not deter these Disk Formation levelers. Instead they become even more faster in killing the 

enemies 

This is the first time they could really let loose. 

The killing aura of the Disk Formation levelers all become even more palpable and some of it become so 

solid that it could be used to attack people 

Now, the emergence of the energy from other worlds had made Earth become bigger and even more 

full of energy. 

Islands also sprouted from the sea as underwater volcanoes spew their lavas, overcoming the large 

waves that threatened to destroy the newly risen island. 

and more mountain appears from the sudden shift in the tectonic plates of the world and all kinds of 

changes is happening on the surface of the world. 

The Disk Formation levelers also saw an opportunity to realize their Path. 

They keep killing. Whoever attacked Earth, they would destroy. With one wave of their hands, winds 

would tumble and the Earth would shake. 

It was like a celestial soldier that is fighting the invasion of foolish mortals. It is one sided and blood rain 

down the world 

Those who did not attack were left alone as they look over at Earth prime with curiosity. They saw the 

battle. They saw humans…like them flying in the sky, with weapons of all kinds. 

Some of them didn’t even uses weapons and only uses their bare hands. But their bare hands could 

move the clouds and parted the sky 

To them the sight they see is something that they could not forget. In the world that they came from 

their planet is about to collapse. 

Their world follows science. One of the people from that other world who is looking at this world with 

excitement is a man called Arthur. 



As one of the brightest mind in his world, this person had been researching the Multiverse when he 

predicted the end of their world. 

They have tried to go to space to seek a viable planet to go to. But for some reason unknown, passing a 

few stars, their spaceship would suddenly get wiped out by a powerful force. 

It is like there is a mouth there in the darkness of space that would devour anyone that is trying to leave 

the Milky Way. 

He and his fellow scientist had given up in the space exploration program as the entire Milky Way galaxy 

seems to trended toward the destruction of the entire galaxy. 

He then began his search into string theory and the Multiverse theory. 

He theorizes that if he could reach a certain frequency of world lines, he could search for a parallel 

world. 

He had hope that his research could be used to benefit the people of his world so that they could escape 

the doom that he himself had predicted. 

Years passed and his Multiverse project also shows no result. 

But today, when he once again opened the switch from his Stargate, a portal opened up and then 

sucked an entire city into it. 

Then he saw himself in an empty space without any sense of space and Time. He floats inside it with the 

people he knew and the people of his city. 

They all were panicked but then they saw the light 

There is a light beckoning to them. He felt responsible so he reaches toward the light to try to see what 

is beyond the light 

The he reaches into this world. 

And slowly behind him, many more people are coming out of the portals, looking at this new world that 

they have been transported into with a feeling of amazement and disbelief. 

The first thing that shocked him when he arrived at this world was the trees. He did not believe that 

plants, natural plants still exist in this world. 

And not only the fact that the plants exist. It is the size and height of these plants that shocked him. 

He saw countless of trees reaching the clouds and some went even higher, probably piercing the sky. 

He saw mountains that was so tall, that he could not see the peak 

At first he thought that he had been transported into an ancient civilization or he might have been 

travelling through time and reach the time before the dinosaurs. 

That would be the only thing that would explain the lack of pollution in the sky. 



His civilization had once had to wear mask for decades until the pollution in their world was reduced to 

a considerable level that would allow them to breathe normally. 

But by that time, many plants had been reduced to all kinds of mutated plants. that is from the result of 

corporation changing the genes of plants which gone overboard. 

Imagine his shock when people suddenly surrounded him the moment he come out from the portal 

It is not the fact that he is surrounded that make him to have such a feeling of shock. 

It is the fact that the people that is looking at him with vigilance and encircled themselves around him 

were all floating in the air without any equipment. 

Some of them is even sitting on top of solid clouds. 

Some of them wears a regal outfit like those in the ancient past. others wear certain kinds of leather 

outfit but it did not diminish the majesty of these people. 

Chapter 753: Battle between worlds (2) 

There are even some who were wearing a suit, with black ties and black shoes, looking all formal, just 

standing there up in the air looking at him while pointing a gun that have golden inscription all over it. 

And when these people pointed their weapon at him, he could feel a powerful pressure envelops him. 

Then he looks up at the sky. It was then he knew that this is not some ancient world or him going to the 

past 

It is a different world and these people in these world are probably the kinds of race that could be 

considered Gods 

He saw portals all over the skies and the land and even in parts of the sea. 

His eyesight is limited but from where he come out, he could see the sky and he could see a large whale 

flying toward the sky fighting a person who is using a spear to fight a titanic being of immeasurable 

power. 

He saw up in the sky, people who bathed in the blood of their enemies and killing without being tired as 

the elements of the world was commanded by them. 

He was scared. Then he was excited. He imagines that if his world had such means, maybe they didn’t 

even need spaceship to travel beyond the Earth 

They could just fly up to the sky like birds 

The flying people spoke to him. 

Weirdly enough, he could understand what they said and they could understand him. The leader of 

these group after looking at a glance on them said 

‘Mortals’ he then ordered his subordinate to watch over them and if they attacked any inhabitants of 

Earth, execute them all. 
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Arthur nodded as he saw the battle in the sky is like the painting of arts in the distant past of his world. 

The Battle of the Gods. He clenches his fist and nodded to himself 

‘the salvation of my Earth may lie in this world’ he thought to himself as he follows the orders of these 

powerful flying people. 

As people from the portals is being settled by the respective great powers which the portals opened up, 

on the bottom of the sea, a great change is also happening. 

A portal opened up all over in the seabed of the ocean. Countless of titanic snake slithers outside the 

portals and arrive in the seabed of the sea. 

The prehistoric Titanoboa would be dwarfed by the difference of sizes between it and these new 

monsters that is coming out from the portals. 

Snakes is not the only things that is coming out from that portals. 

There are all kinds of fish that followed behind the snakes and the other beast, all of them large and 

titanic and they did not seem to fear the titanic snake. 

Then behind them is a large group of small and medium sized fishes that seems to be able to live among 

these beast and monster species. 

The beast that is now slithering on the seabed of the Ocean, if they are not killed, probably after all of 

this is over, they would stay here in Earth Prime as their home, once again making the seven seas 

become an inhospitable place. 

It was like the portal is draining out a sea of other worlds bringing with them the creatures in that ocean. 

More energy gathered in the sea once more, rivaling the energy that is being poured into the world 

surface world. 

When the world had expanded before the oceans water level had decreased. 

It did not decrease because of the evaporation of heat but because suddenly the land was stretched 

further and the Earth becoming bigger. 

A few moments ago, the world was no longer 71 percent water. Instead it was only 20 percent water. 

Most of the area that was once covered with water stretched out and forms flat lands, or forest. 

But now, with the portals water sea levels is rising up again filling up the empty lands and filling it with 

all kinds of fishes and monster that came from another world ocean. 

It might not reach 71 percent water and 29 percent land like in the beginning but at least even if the 

whole world is fifty percent water and fifty percent land, one had still take into considerations that this 

world is countless of times bigger than before. 

Even borders between county stretched out so large that there are even more lands to explore and 

more places to lives in. 



All the while, people are fighting all over the world. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 

content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

The great powers also began to move; their military wing is mobilized all over the continent that they 

guarded. 

Like the world is being invaded, once again the world is in a state of war with the sudden appearance of 

these invaders that came out from the portals. 

But unlike a few certain humans that came from another world that attack Earth Prime resident, most of 

the human civilization coming into Earth prime did not attack and actually was confused on how they 

end up here. 

Thankfully, those great powers send a few groups to check the people coming out of the portals. 

If its humans from other world, they would determine at the spot whether they are dangerous or 

possessing unkind intention. 

If they do, then they would be killed. 

Most of the humans coming out of the portals did not have powerful life energy. 

They are no different than mortals. To these kind of group of people, the scouting group would escort 

them to a temporary tent. 

As for a few human civilizations that come blasting with their superior technology weapons thinking that 

they arrived in a primitive world, they would soon realize the terror of fighting against Earth prime 

people who wields the Laws of the World like a weapon. 

It is like a clash between a sci fi world and a fantasy world. Their metal armor is nothing but paper and 

their guns could not hurt the people of this world 

Of course, the casualties are mostly being the people who are at Pillar Forming, mostly teenagers that 

just grows up 

As for the Seresian? All kinds of heroes fly up to the sky and begin engaging them. The contrast between 

the two forces, is like celestial soldiers fighting against demons. 

Even those in the Energy Disperse Stage did not shy out of fighting. This is a crisis but also an 

opportunity 

Because they all could sense the energy that is flowing between heaven and Earth. 

With the Multiversal Convergence, all kinds of energy entered the world. 

Many people could condense their Orb or break their limits and condense more energy in their body. 

In the thundering roars of lightning and the storms that is raging all over the world, a great battle 

between worlds starts! 

Chapter 754: Time monarch appears 

The whole world is in chaos and the world Seven Great Powers is moving. 
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The whole point for the great Powers of the World to maintain power and existed has always been 

predicated upon the premise that their existence is necessary to protect the world from otherworldly 

forces. 

And regardless of the difference between the great powers, they all agree that otherworldly forces must 

not be allowed to rule their Earth. 

This is because of the bitter experience during the Weronian Occupation. 

On the Republic, jean look toward the sky with complicated expression. He is back at the Room of 

Clocks. 

The clocks inside his Room of Clocks appears to have nothing wrong with it. When he fought with Will 

before, the Room of Clocks in France had some damage done to it. 

But in the Republic, in the Room of clocks behind the Senate, a change also had happened. 

But returning back, the Room of Clocks in Moscow and the one in France has both been restored to its 

former appearance. 

The sky of the world is now filled with rips of spaces. And he is looking at it, his purple mist surrounded 

his body. 

And he could see something is about to come out from those space rips. 

He waves his hand and a monocle papers on his hand. This monocle is not a normal monocle. Its rim is 

lined with a tiny inscription. If one zooms in one could see a line, a dash, a dot and a symbol of infinity 

carved on the rim of the monocle. 

He put the monocle on his left eye and then check the clocks on his wrist. 

Tick. Tock. 

Tick. Tock. 

Tick, tock, tick, tock. 

He watches it intently. The sound of the hand of time seems to echoes endlessly in Jean eyes. His eyes 

seem to be clouded by a purple clouds. 

At certain time, the tick and tock goes to fast. At other times, it goes to slow. A few seconds of watching 

it, then finally the sound of tick tock went back to a uniform pattern. 

He sighed 

‘The time flow is synchronized. Multiversal Convergence started’ he said. 

He took another step and he is already at the sky. He is near one of the portals. His Time Field is 

activated. Time stopped around him. 

Even the edges of that portal seems to shakes like a different laws trying to affect it. 

If not for the strangeness of Laws that covers the portals, the portals would have crumbled into itself. 



Jean sighed 

‘It is not enough’ 

He closes his eyes and then a few image of himself seems to appears in his mind. Then he grabs the 

empty space in front of him. 

Then suddenly there is many of him all over the sky. There is countless of Jean on the sky. The Time Field 

that he had constructed seems to decrease in range the moment he did that. 

Each of them without consulting one another all went to the space rips. This is unlike Shadow Clone or 

substitution technique. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 
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This is his technique that he did not show. This is one ability that no one in the world knows about. The 

ability to grab himself from the past 

All of this Jean is the real Jean. They just came from the past and brought to the future to help the 

current Jean. 

The only limitation of this technique is that he could not pull them out if they are too far in the past. 

He could not just pull out himself from the past just wily nily. 

And he could not use them for long. 

Because, for example, if the past him was fighting a beast and his future-self grab that past Jean into the 

future, he must not let that past him stay too long or in danger to not create a paradox. 

If his past-self did not arrive back in time to fight the beast, then the past has changed so the future him 

that is doing all the thing he did would also disappears. 

It might even create an unsolvable Time Loop 

He also could not give too much of the knowledge of the future to his past-self which would create 

another paradox. 

It is why it is safer to grab someone in the past that did not have too much of time gap between the two. 

And that is what he did now. he did not pull them out from distant past. He pulls them out from around 

the time of the fight between him and Will. 

Because at that time, his past self could predict what would happen if Will and Azief succeed in their 

endeavors. 

When Jean said that it is not enough to Azief, he did not mean about the Time Field power to restrain 

both of those people. 

He at that time had already seen the effect of the Multiversal Convergence so he had said those words. 

Because at that time, he was pull out from that particular Time and is on the sky looking at the space rip 

and helping his own future self in restricting the Time Tunnel. 



He then returns back to that particular time of the past and like his future-self he had to also summon 

his past self to fulfil the things he had done. 

He did not like doing this because it could create Time related problems 

Jean only take a second from his past self to bring them all out to the present and help him. 

The reason why they could remain in the current present without returning back to the past is simply 

because Jean is using his Time Field to halt time. 

This is how he manages to summons a few hundreds of his past self. Each of this Jean is taken from one 

second of his past self. 

When they appear, they all see the space rips, and some immediately understand the cause and effect 

of all this. 

They all fly toward the space rips and uses Time essence to repair the rip in the sky. Time seems to 

tremble. 

Jean had come out to the world stage. In Europe, a large portal opened up in the center of Europe. 

All kinds of flying creatures come out of the portal. 

They are scouts of the demon-like creatures of Seresian. 

And there is also The Demonic Soldiers that guarded these scouts. The Seresian invade in a very orderly 

manner. 

First they would send the scouts. 

Then they would send the Demonic Soldiers. 

The demonic soldiers would look at the scouts if the scouts are still there, they would protect the scouts. 

After that they will send the Demonic Knight riding their demonic mounts. 

Then it is the nobility of the Seresian world that would come later. Most weak world would already be 

destroyed by Demonic Knights. 

The one that comes after is the Demonic baron. 

These nobles of demons have powerful ability but it also depends on the oppression of the world will 

they come into. 

The scouts are tasked to find out the level for the world that they are going to invade. The Demonic 

Soldiers are sent to test the world response attack. 

The Demonic Knight is the first vanguard that would be send to take over a region. 

And the Demonic Baron would lay down the path for the rest of the demonic world to come into the 

place 

Azief had killed a lot of Demonic Barons when he was in Energy Disperse Stage. 



At that time, he also has the Six World Exterminating Saber which enhance his strength and he also at 

the same time pursue perfection which make sense why he could fight with Demonic Barons so easily. 

But for a normal Energy Disperse Stage fighting a Demonic baron would not be as easy as how Azief did 

it unless they are also a person who is in the final stages of Energy Disperse Realm or have some strange 

abilities 

As for the Demonic Count, to fight them one needs to be in Energy Disperse Stage or Seed Formation. 

And then there is the Demonic High Noble. This kind of Demons could only be fought by Disk Formation 

leveler. 

They are the high ranking members of the Seresian nobility. 

They did not practice like humans did and they did not have Disk like the practice of Earth prime but that 

did not mean that they did not have their own path and it did not mean that they are weaker than 

human 

Instead if one compared only their physique, demonic creatures of Seresian possess an inherent 

advantage at this. 

Then there is the Demonic Duke. 

A Demonic Duke is one of the rarest nobility in the Seresian world. Azief had seen many of them died off 

when fighting the Demonic Emperor. 

So, even if they come, the current Earth prime could resist a few of them by fighting them or restraining 

them with Disk Formation leveler. 

Demonic Duke had the ability and power similar to a Divine Comprehension leveler. 

In Earth Prime right now unless you use some magical means, like sealing, or arrays or using poisons and 

pills, you could not defeat such a Demonic Duke unless that person in Pandemonium also came out. 

And then there is the Demonic Prince. 

If such a figure is allowed to come in, the All Source would probably restrict the power of the Demonic 

Prince 

But that alone probably made such a figure unmatched in this Earth. 

At that point, there is only a few of beings in Earth that could trade blows with a Demonic prince. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

A Demonic Prince would bring great catastrophe into the world if no one could match it 

There is only Azief the Death Monarch who had reach Perfection in his Divine Comprehension that could 

fight against a Demonic prince which had already reached a level of power that is equal to Essence 

Creation. 

Not many people understand the Seresian world other than those who had stumble into it like Azief. 



Right now, it is still only the Seresian soldiers that is coming out from the portals. 

They come down from the portal like some locust that is eager to sweep everything away. In the Island 

of Peace, Loki is holding that large fleet by his lonesome. 

Outside the portals, Sofia and Raymond keep killing, blood of rain falling to the tumultuous waves of the 

oceans below the floating Island. 

On North America, the forces of the World government were mobilized and the soldiers fought the 

invasion force with all kinds of magical weapons 

Even Hirate come out, butterflies moving their wings in the battlefield as those who have weak mind 

were caught in the blast of psionic force. 

Hirate crush their mind, making them to kill their allies and fought of the demons on the behalf of Earth 

Prime. 

Most of them went crazy killing everyone in their eyes before overdrawing their vitality and unable to 

fight anymore 

Some of them went into a breakdown during a battle. Purple butterflies keep flying in the battlefield 

There is also a silver chain that trapped, bind and caught the enemy 

A silver steel caught those who is in the sky and bring them down to the ground. 

and those who is in the ground also could not escape this chain of steel that is heading to them, biding 

them and crushing their bones. 

Arno the Steel Manipulator also appears to the battlefield battling in the many regions under the world 

governments. Leading his soldiers, he fought bravely. 

Giselle the White Witch uses her ability and magical abilities to heals the soldiers and Commander Nick 

uses his sniper to kill those in the sky. 

His sniper skill is various. 

One shot could blast away a hill and as such his attack not only affect an individual. 

It could affect an entire squad of demons or invasion force of the humans from the other world. And he 

keeps killing the commanding leader of the invasion force. 

Jesse, the right hand man of Raymond is in North America fighting the demon horde with a broadsword 

behind his back 

The World Government had mobilized all of their ranking officers. They are protecting North America 

with their blood and sweats 

But in Europe who is the protector? 

Chapter 755: Point your weapon to the sky 

Europe is also in chaos and one could argue that it is even worse compared to the others 
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In Moscow, the Senate had mobilized all of their Legion to safeguard the Senate. The Senator allowed 

the use of Battlestar and the use of prohibited weapons. 

They called upon the Disk Formation leveler all over Europe to resist the attack and sent their people all 

over Europe to quell the invasion 

And on the other side of Europe that is not as close to the center of the Senate, Boris is there sitting on 

the back of a huge titanic wolf. 

He looks at the incoming invasion force. His expression is solemn but there is no fear in his eyes. Only a 

powerful determination 

Behind him is an army of gigantic beast. 

There are all kinds of beast behind him. Some of them were as big as a large hill while some were so big 

that it reaches the sky. 

Boris had summoned this monster horde. As a beast master, this is one of his abilities. He had tamed a 

lot of beast and he usually let these beasts to roam all over the world. 

But now, he had summoned them. And these beasts that pledge their allegiance to Boris all are raring to 

go fight 

‘Attack!’ 

With one gesture of his hand, he unleashed a monster horde that tramples the invading demons and 

people who come from other Earth. 

The rushing and furious charging of these monster created a large earthquake all over Europe. Tremors 

could be felt all over Europe. 

But in the center of Europe, it seems nobody is coming to the rescue of its people. 

The people of Europe look at the sky with trepidation. And they look at the opening portal in the ground 

with fear. 

The mother hug their child and the father try to wield their weapons steadily to try a futile fight against 

an army of invading force. 

Not all people in Europe become a warrior or soldiers. Some of them choose class that is not combat 

related. 

Just because of that it did not mean that they should be as weak as they are now. 

After all, there are people in the world that did not pick combat related classes but still possess great 

power and influence over the world 

The reason is because not all of them reached a high enough level, their profession could not show the 

grand path. 

And because of that, they could only look at the sky with fears in their eyes 



A lot of them are running scared. Because of the interference of so many space disturbance, some 

teleportation portal did not work. 

Some other decided to hide. And those who have no choice pick up the weapon and try to recall any 

power that they have to fight off this impending attack 

Whatever the case was, danger is now present and everyone is praying for help. 

Some of the government of officials of the Republic in their offices try to contact the Senate. 

But the Senate itself is being attacked right now and how could they not know that their territory right 

now is being attacked? 

The fact that they are not there is not because they abandon the center of Europe but because they are 

preoccupied on the other theater of war. 

And all the high ranking members of the Republic is doing their best right now. Al, over Europe there is 

the image of Jean the Time Monarch 

Countless of Time Monarch clones (as it is a clone in the eyes of many those that see it) is fighting up 

there in the air. 

Each of his fist and kick contains some power of time that would drain vitality and change the area of 

the battle 

Some other of his clones seems to be sealing Time and Space with his control over the energy of Time 

Jean clone is also doing repair son some of the rift that is about to open. There is only so many that he 

could summon from the past before it becomes overboard. 

But not all people are helpless 

There are some brave ones that did not cower, run or hide. Mercenaries and adventurers that knows 

that if they do not survive this, they would not survive anywhere. 

Because these portals are everywhere. 

Their decision is then simple. If going back is going to danger, and going forward is also danger, then 

why not bet it all? 

Pick a weapon and fight and maybe a new path to safety would open. They all pick their weapon and 

ready to fight for their life and for their city and villages 

In normal days these people all fight for different reason. But today, the place where they live, the 

people they know are all in danger. What use of adventuring in a world of misery? What use of money if 

one could not use it? 

Mercenaries likes money. And adventurer like adventure. But these people also survive the Weronian 

Invasion. That was like hell on Earth. Now another world is invading them again. 

How could these people let them? 
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The portals are very large in the center of Europe. But there are also other portals around it that is 

expanding. 

And more and more of such portals opened up all over the streets of Europe 

A few humans from other world came out from these portals. 

And these people who is from the other world were all ready. 

The moment they went out of the portals they attacked the people of Earth Prime 

Some of these people from the other word are the same group of humans’ factions that appears in the 

other side of the world. 

they already received word from those hat went back into the portal of another world that they must 

immediately attack, and that there is a ripe world that is for the taking 

These people that are coming out from this portal are the military force of the Otherworlds 

So, when they came out they immediately attacked. 

And as such, the mercenaries and the adventurers and all of those that who could fight and use their 

power all charged forward with their weapons and their abilities. 

In the sky, a starship broke through from the portal. There is no Loki here in Europe. No one to hold back 

a fleet of demonic fleet. 

The starship is unlike any starship that the people of Earth prime has ever seen. The moment it come 

out a roar shakes the sky and the sound travels through the world two times. 

The entire clouds were disintegrated when the sound of that roar passes through. The ship looks more 

like a beats that was transformed into a ship. 

It is organic with a technology that the resident of Earth prime did not recognize 

‘A living ship’ one of the mercenaries said. 

Some of them knew of the Weronians and knew that among their fleets and ships, there is some ship 

that is like this. 

A living ship 

The animals that seems to holds a lot of Seresian soldiers inside it, look like a deformed whale of a 

demonic world. 

It is like some of the scary creature one would find in the depts. of the ocean. 

For a moment the fight between the original inhabitants of Earth prime and the invading humans of 

some other parallel Earth stopped for a moment. 



Then the ship seems to shake. 

And the ship opened up something. It is like a gill and from it one could see pods. 

The pods opened up and then coming out of these pods are demonic soldiers descending down toward 

the ground, with their weapons pointed toward humans 

Their appearance is terrifying and the aura that they emanated shows their bloodlust and their eyes 

shines with certain madness. 

Some of these demonic soldiers have wings on their backs. Some are feathery like a bird. Some have 

skeletal wings. And some are like the wings of an insects. 

And while there are many of these demonic soldier that possess wings, there are also some that did not 

have any wings in their back but they could still fly down. 

Humans of Earth Prime is not shocked at this kind of monsters. 

They see far worse before and they were not shocked that those without no wings could also fly. After 

all, humans did not wing to soar to the sky after the Fall. 

These demonic soldiers all come down from the sky with thick killing intent surrounding them and their 

weapons 

They then attacked without saying anything, hurling all kinds of weapons and magical abilities toward 

the people of Earth Prime 

The ones in the ground, looking at each other and then tightening their grips on their weapons, pointe 

their weapons to the sky and shouted 

‘ARGH!’ 

‘Attack!’ 

Chapter 756: White snow 

The demon collided with the humans that flew to sky and the sound of screams and shouts echoes to 

the ground. 

Those that were not stopped in the sky swooped down and began killing. 

The people of Earth Prime also kills the demons as the demons kills the human 

These demons did not seem to be able to determine their enemy. 

They kill the people of Earth Prime and other humans that come from other world because they 

probably don’t care. 

In their eyes, all other things are different from them must be destroyed. 

Blood poured down from the sky and drip down to the ground, staining the stone streets of Europe. 

There are screams, there are shouts, and there are all kinds of emotions. 
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Then in the height of all of these emotions and carnage, white snow falls from the sky. Everything seems 

to change. A new wind is blowing toward Europe 

The warmth of the sun seems to disappears. 

Clouds gathered and more snow falls. 

To those who is fighting when they saw the snow falling, they all felt that their spirit soars. 

This is not normal snow, that is their thoughts. And when their thoughts reached this point, they 

remember someone. 

And some of them look at the sky, looking full of hope. 

They know that there is only one person who appearance is preceded by a white snow. The snow at first 

is just a few covering the few spot on the street. 

But as more clouds gathered, the more snows fall. And suddenly the snow that have been falling slowly 

falls even heavier. 

And then something more happened. In the beginning when the snow began to fall to the ground, it 

would melt in a few seconds. 

But now, the snow did not melt. And whoever is touched by the snow, they felt something heavy falls 

down on them. 

And the more time passed, the heavier the snow became. They also felt a cold wind blowing around 

them. 

The more time passes, the colder the wind became. Some of the demonic soldiers when they breathe, 

hot white air could be seen coming from their mouth. 

As for the human’s invaders that come from another world, their machinery seems to be affected by 

something, making the gears don’t work and something cold is enveloping them 

Yet at the same time, the people of the Earth Prime did not feel the same weight falling on them even if 

the snows fall on their heads or shoulders. 

They did not feel the cold of the wind. 

Instead they felt like they were being energized by some kind of power. 

The wind felt breezy and soothing to them. Wherever the snows fall, disaster and fortune intertwine. 

Those who come from another world to invade Earth Prime felt disaster. Those who fight for Earth 

Prime seems to be blessed with fortune 

Those who fought the invading force could see the effect of the snow. The enemies that is fighting with 

them become slower in movement. They seem to be distracted and their breathing is hard and labored. 

Those who fought for Earth Prime become even more brave. They fought even harder, heir movement 

become even faster 



Time passed, the snows falls and the battle keep going. A second in a battlefield of life and death felt like 

a year 

Many people have died. There is the people of Earth Prime. But there are also the corpses of those who 

come to invade. 

Like being possess by some kind of evil god, they keep killing and blood drenched the snow filled street. 

Explosion sounded every second and screams and shouts is drowned by the death throes of those who 

were defeated 

Then a cold wind blows out of nowhere. The wind is unnatural and possess some kind of supernatural 

forces. 

And the falling snow stopped. It stops there up in the air. Floating like it is being bind upon by some 

mysterious force. 

Then out of this many snowflakes that stop and floats in the air, one snowflakes fall down. It falls slowly 

at least to the eyes that could see the falling of that snow. Time and Space around that one snow flake 

seems to be disturbed 

Then it falls down. 

It falls down to a person from another Earth. This person is one of the most brutal killer from the other 

earth. 

He seems to be wearing a super powerful armored suit and has been killing Earth prime Orb Condensing 

Stage leveler. 

He could shoot fire blast from his palm and laser beams from the hole on the middle of his metal suit 

chest 

Most of the people from that other world seems to possess powerful technological devices. It is why 

they could stand tall fighting the people here. 

Their suit could handle most weight normal humans can’t. And this is the height of technological 

advancement in their world. 

There is even Nano technology that is imbued in this suits. But that means nothing in a world like Earth 

Prime. 

The only reason that these people have the qualification to fight for such a long time against these 

fighters from Earth prime is simply because there is no Disk Formation level in the area right then. 

All over Europe, such fight is happening. 

The one determining the check and balance of the battlefield is the amount of Disk Formation leveler. 

And since the word expanded without notice, the response time of each team would be late. 

If this is before the Earth expanded, then the Republic would have the full confidence to quickly settle 

one part of the battlefield and then move toward another battlefield and slowing down the rate of 
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But suddenly in an unprecedented development there is high mountain that blocks the area, or large 

mystical lands that appeared out of nowhere 

As such they could not send help on this part of Europe. 

The metal man flying over and fighting a few of Orb Condensing Stage leveler has killed a lot of people 

from Earth Prime and he almost seems unbeatable. 

Then a snow from the sky fall down on top of his shoulder. This is only one speck of snow. But the 

moment that snow falls, his suit exploded into a thousand pieces. 

The one that is being targeted by that iron man were saved from the impending attack of that man in 

the iron suit. 

BOOOM! 

then the sound of such explosion could be heard all around the area. 

BOOM! 

BOOOM! 

All around, metal suits exploded into thousands of pieces, metal scrap falls down from the sky 

Any enemies that have the snow falls on them suffer such a heavy pressure that their metal suit crafted 

with the peak of high technological advancement in their world exploded instantly. 

But the people in the suit is also not going to wait for death. The moment the suit exploded, the person 

inside the suit would initiate self-ejection. 

But the snows are everywhere in the sky. And it kept falling endlessly. By now, the people of Earth prime 

have no doubt. 

This snow, is “that woman” snow. The wind blows harder. And the snow falls even harder than before. 

And then the floating snows also falls down. 

It falls into the body of the invaders. It did not melt and it did not bring coolness. It brings death and 

destruction 

A fireworks of red blooming explosion fills the sky. 

Whenever the snow falls on the body of these people, they would explode like a man self-exploded by a 

powerful force that come from the inside 

All the Demonic Soldiers all experience the same fate 

Each one of them that is struck by the snow all exploded into pieces, their body parts scattered all over 

the streets of Europe. 

They shouted in fear as they tried to hide themselves from the snow. 



But the sky seems to aid the clouds to destroy these invaders that come from another world. The clouds 

grew bigger and the snow area become larger. Wherever that snows drops it became a death zone. 

None of those that try to run were able to run to safety. Snows seems to fill the world and the whole 

world seems to turns white. 

They all die. The screaming and the indignation did nothing to stop the snow from falling. 

One of the Demonic soldier gather his strength and shot a sword strike toward the sky. 

A snow falls on that sword light and the sword light trembles before turning into motes of light that 

dissipated all over the sky. 

The snow falls, and life were reaped, an empty white plain was created by the snow 

In a few seconds, the world covered with snow went silent. There is no longer the sound of invaders 

shouting for the heads of the people of Earth prime. There is no longer the sound of the war cry of the 

Demonic soldiers. 

Everything is silent 

And the sky and the land is empty from invaders. 

The people look up into the sky and saw none of the screaming demonic invaders. They look at the 

ground and saw none of that metal soldiers. 

the world is now white. the entire street is full of snow. Every few steps one could see deep red marks in 

the snow flakes. 

It is silent. And it is cold. The cold wind help blowing. A voice the suddenly echoes all over Europe. 

‘Fight!’ 

Chapter 757: Chess pieces moving 

Fight! The word echoes and reverberates in the sky. 

Everyone know whose voice is that. It is the voice for the High Chancellor of the Senate of the Republic. 

It is the Ice Queen, Katarina! 

Then they heard droning sound echoes in the sky. 

They all look toward the sky, this time ready to pounce on the enemy. The mercenaries and those who 

survives the first wave regroup with one another 

This time Demonic Baron comes out from the portal. They all come out wielding their weapons and 

bringing with them a baleful aura that seems to be able to cover up the sky 

Snows start falling again from the sky 

‘Impetuous’ A voice falls into the sky and the whole world seems to tremble listening to the voice. 

The clouds parted because of that voice and then a shrieking sound comes out of nowhere and fills the 

sky 
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The sky quake and a shockwave echoes throughout the world three time. 

And then a sword slash that seems to turns night into day was shot. The Demonic Baron riding a flaming 

steed of hell is just about to fly down and kill the people of this world who kill his soldiers. 

But it doesn’t seem that this demonic baron would be able to do that. 

A sword light coming from an unknown location suddenly flash beside the Demonic Baron 

The demonic Baron did not notice it as he keeps going down 

But the eyes of everyone under the clouds could see it and they all looked at the Demonic Baron with 

pity. 

Because as the Demonic Baron keep going down, his body seems to experience a process of being 

frozen. 

Then before the demonic baron could release it, the Demonic Baron and its steed were both frozen in 

the sky. 

Instead of falling to the ground, like there is some kinds of Laws, the Demonic Baron is suspended there 

in the air. Like the area around him was also suspended. 

That sword light did not only freeze the Demonic baron. But it also froze the Time around him, making 

the Demonic baron to get suspended in the air like that. 

The wind then suddenly stopped. 

The snows that was harsh and unforgiving suddenly grows slower. Then one could hear a footstep 

echoing all over the sky. 

These footsteps could be hard all over Europe. Even those that were separated by mountains and 

thousands of kilometers of land could hear it 

It was like a titan walking on the ground. 

Then those in center Europe could see a woman up there in the sky, walking elegantly like a celestial 

fairy. 

She is wearing a white robe with exquisite design that make her look even more ethereal. 

She was white as snow and her blue eyes seems to shine brightly like a pair of stars up in the sky. 

She is holding on to an unsheathed red sword. 

The Red Queen is the name of that sword and the whole world recognize it. 

She then stopped. She looks at the portals and them swing her sword. 

A red light covers the world and then a few hundred thousand of those portals were slashed apart. But it 

did not disappear. 

Instead on the edges of it, the portals which has swirling environment suddenly slowed down. 



And then it reverses. 

Instead of making a tunnel where other people from other worlds come to Earth Prime, the people of 

Earth Prime could enter and then goes to the world where these invading force come from 

‘Enter!’ She decreed. 

Then bursting out from the clouds, is an army of beautiful maidens. Each of these beautiful maidens 

wear red robes and each of them possess unworldly beauty. 

Their robes were red and their sword were sparkling white like it is crafted from light. These are the 

maidens of the Ice Queen. 

After this the world would surely be shocked at this discovery of such a secret force that Katarina had 

cultivated. 

All of these maidens all possess the power of a Disk Formation leveler. 

With the words that Ice Queen had decreed, these red robed maidens all flew toward the portal. 

Before, these forces invade Earth Prime. Now, it is their turns. Let see what gives them courage to attack 

Earth Prime. 

Katarina on the other hand did not enter. She looks at the portals and then she saw all kinds of demons 

coming out from the other portals that is not attacked by her maiden 

Once again that voice spoke. 

‘Fight!’ And she swings her sword. Snows fill the world and the sky were painted white and red. 
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On one of the streets of Europe, looking at all of this, is a raven with green mist around it. It blinks its 

eyes and then it flew to the sky, probably flying to other places of the world. 

Outside of a secret cave, a person covered with leather of beast look at the sky. He did not seem to care 

about the portals of demonic creature. 

Instead he looks even further than that. 

While most people have been obstructed into looking at the space between Earth and the space beyond 

it, this person does not seem to be affected by such thing. 

He looks and he frowned. 

‘Loki seems to be using the Voidless properties of the Space Tunnel to make it hard for my chess piece. I 

guess he learns a lot. I guess I need to make a different move then’ 

This person is none other than Yewa Hafar. And the thing he was looking at was the spaceship of Fir Her 

Waz, the Last Son of Yrinia. 



On the heavens above, Fir Her Waz was about to reach Earth when suddenly Earth seems to distance 

itself from him. 

The changes affect the stars and the orbits of the sun and moon and the planets around it. It almost 

seems like someone stretches the plane where Earth was located. 

It was really bizarre. Earth that seem so close suddenly seems far away. 

The road of star is still shining, showing him the way. 

Then suddenly a force hit his spaceship and he and his ship were sent stumbling into a vortex of space 

rips that appeared suddenly. 

Fir Her Waz immediately knows that some powerful being did not want him to reach Earth. The more it 

is like this, the more unwilling he become. 

The answer to the salvation of his race lies on Earth. How could he be willing? He became even more 

desperate to try to pull out from the vortex 

But sometimes determination is not enough to change a powerful force 

The attraction force pulls Fir Her Waz spaceship into the space vortex. 

‘Save the coordinate’ Fir Her Waz shouted to the artificial intelligence of his ship before he was pull into 

one of the space rips. 

If space was not vacuum, one could hear his roars that show his unwillingness. 

A step forward and he might be on Earth already 

the spaceship disappears like a suddenly disappearing blip among the many stars in the Universe. The 

road of stars dimmed and the world is dark again. 

A chess piece of Yewa Hafar was forced to take a step backward. 

One would imagine Yewa Hafar was angry. But on Earth, outside the secret cave, he doesn’t seem to be 

particularly mad. Instead he just smirks and said 

‘Another move then’ 

Then like nothing seems to interest him he went back to his cave and melded with the darkness of the 

caves, no doubt thinking of his next moves 

In England, in one of the forbidden zones, the Stonehenge is glowing blue and emanating a mystical 

energy that seems to stabilize space and Time around it. 

All around the area of the Stonehenge there is no portals that appears. And there is a woman also 

looking at the sky. 

It is none other than Erika 

Erika could not see beyond the sky and see the stars. But she could see cause and effect. 

And because of that she too smiles. 



‘A chess piece of Yewa Hafar seems to be pushed backward. Loki even though it seems he was making 

the losing move, still is able to mount a counterattack. Fir Her Waz coming early to Earth is not good for 

everyone. It is not good for him and it certainly isn’t good for Loki plan’ Then smiling, she smirks 

‘And also mine’ 

She is still standing on that tree. Waiting. 

Then a sound of a bird flapping its wing enter Erika ears. She looks on the other side of the sky. 

From the clouds, a gray pigeon suddenly flies down towards her. She did no move as the pigeon landed 

in front of her. On the pigeon feet is a letter. 

She took it and read it. A smile blooms and she nodded. 

‘It seems Antonius had managed to convince him. Now, I too have a chess piece that could be used’ 

Then she laughs 

Chapter 758: Where is death monarch? (1) 

Meanwhile, on the crystals forest of the Antarctica, parts of that forest has been razed by fire. 

Destruction seems to be the common theme for today 

The one attacking it is a large group of Demonic Count. 

Each Demonic Count have the power of a Disk Formation leveler. If it was not because of the 

suppression of the All Source, the Demonic Count would probably become even more powerful. 

The Antarctica is governed by the Order of Thinkers. 

This particular organization is good at unraveling the truth of the world, investigating paranormal 

phenomenon, uncovering new minerals that has sprouted and that has populated the surface world 

since the Fall of meteors from the sky 

They are interested in researching this kind of phenomenon and mysteries that existed after the Fall. 

They possess great knowledge but they have always been regarded to have small offensive power and 

that cause them to rely heavily on the other allies of the four great power alliance. 

The order of thinker does not have any army or soldiers. 

They have all kinds of people that is interested in the pursuit of knowledge but they do not possess a 

figure that could lead them to a battle. 

The Grand Researcher sits in the floating throne looking at the destruction wrought about by the 

Seresian. 

She is wearing her white robe and balling her fist, looking at all of these scene. 

The Grand Researcher Helva is the one with the highest clearance order in the order of Thinkers and was 

elected as the Grand Researcher by her fellow colleague. 

The weakness of the Order of Thinkers is the lack of powerful people. 
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It is the reason why they do not dare antagonize the Triple Alliance in any meeting. 

The World Government has Raymond and the Twin Sages of Japan. The Republic have Katarina and 

Jean. Pandemonium has Death Monarch 

But Order of Thinker have no one that they could use in such a situation. But that did not mean they are 

weak. If they were weak, they would have long been displaced. 

What they lack in power, they compensate with knowledge. 

And knowledge of power is power itself. 

The throne that she is sitting in is unlike any other throne that have been built on Earth before. 

The moment that Antarctica was given to the Order of Thinkers, they have made all kinds of 

modification to the land and the area around their territory to make sure that while they could not 

attack others, others could not attack them in their territory. 

Owing to the fact that they always remain low profiled even after being one of the Great Powers, they 

have lack of enemies and a lot of allies. 

Most of their members are also knowledgeable in many things. 

While they did not have a person that specialized in one specialization, they have a lot of knowledge. 

These knowledge is converted into power. 

And the throne that she sits upon controls Antarctica. There is a ley lien on the ground of the Antarctica. 

These ley lines are not obvious and it could not be seen by the naked wyes. 

All kinds of technology and innovation of energy manipulation is contained in the creation of these ley 

liens. 

So when the world expanded suddenly, these ley lines that follows the principle of energy in this world, 

also stretched out. 

And instead of losing its effectiveness, these ley liens power increased even more. 

On the handle of the throne is a round knob. 

This round knob could be spun around. 

And when it is spun around, the one sitting on the throne could see different sceneries of the Antarctica 

from the holographic projection that would appear in the mind of the one sitting on top of the throne. 

But that is not the only thing that it could do. 

It could also send people to the sceneries that the throne is seeing and send weapons. It has a certain 

properties of teleportation among the many other functions. 

A portable functioning teleportation gate 



The Grand Researcher then put her hand on the knob. She seems to be turning it in a specified patter. 

And the moment she finished doing it, something seems to move. 

The entire Antarctica area suddenly shudders. Breaking out from the ocean is twelve pillar that have 

golden hoops on the end of the pillars. 

‘Demon Slaying Array’ Helva shouted. The words are conveyed through the power of the floating throne. 

The word echoes all over Antarctica and created a resonance of energy. 

Twelve pillars erupted suddenly with great force that shakes the entire land. 

From the seabed of the ocean that surrounded the Antarctica, twelve pillars reach up the clouds and 

surrounded the whole Antarctica. 

Twelve people fly up to the sky and landed on top of the pillars. 

The huge size of the pillars is unbelievable. When one reaches the top of the pillars, it was like a flat land 

the size of four baseball field. 

These twelve people step on it and slam their foot on the pillars flat surface. The twelve pillars shines 

with holy light 

The clouds above the pillars opened up. 

And then the blanket that covered the earth also opened up. The coldness of space come down from 

the dark universe. 

But instead of it falling to the whole world, the coldness of the space was concentrated toward the 

pillars area. 

It was like the twelve pillar is like a lightning rod attracting all of the coldness. And with the coldness 

comes the universal energy, a cosmic energy of the Universe. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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The coldness and the energy did not fall anywhere else. 

It keeps falling toward the pillars the pillars keep shining and then the demons and all the invading 

soldiers from another world, they all could felt something. 

This is one of the array that the orders of Thinkers had created. 

The Demon Killing Array. 

They all knew that there is a power source that powers the transformation of Earth. This is a knowledge 

that the Order of thinker had gotten from the Orvanians. 

Since the first day they know about this secret they have been trying to harness that power. 

They believe that the source of power wanted humans to improve themselves to resist something 

terrible. 

From what they heard, Odin, yes, Odin exist. 



Getting that out the way, they learned that Odin of Asgard and a few other powerful beings in the 

Omniverse send the source to earth so that humanity could resist the Weronian Invasion. 

But the Weronian invasion had ended. Why is nobody claiming the source of energy yet? 

Thinking of this matter, the Order of Thinker made a speculation that someday these powerful cosmic 

being might one day come back to Earth and try to take back that source. 

But if they take back that source, how could the people of Earth could keep practicing like they are now. 

And that is beginning of the ambition of the project of killings Gods. 

Of course The Order of Thinker did not know and did not understand the schemes and plots of the 

supreme beings that ruled the Universe and why they did not take back the source of power. 

Other than Loki, Yewa Hafar and Erika, probably no one would understand why these powerful beings 

let the source stay even after the threat has been neutralized. 

They did not know the secrets of the Omniverse. Of the awakening of the Destroyer. And whoever 

having that source of power is like holding onto a ticking bomb 

There are ancient prophecies, fated destiny involved in this move and conspiracy and schemes all 

revolving around that source of power. 

It is because of this that the Order of Thinker could not formulate any conclusion and resorted to believe 

that these great beings would one day return and try to take back the source of power. 

The Order of Thinker then created these Twelve Pillars. These twelve pillars are created using Verilion, 

the kind of metals that could absorb energy and channel energy of the world, like a circuit channeling 

electricity 

And these twelve pillars are powered by the source of that energy, the source of energy that powered 

the transformation of the Earth. 

Loki would probably get shocked at this fact. The Order of Thinker is channeling the power of All Source 

in their technology. 

However, they could only absorb just a little amount and the effectiveness of the power that they get is 

only around five percent. 

But that alone is enough for the Twelve Pillars to become a powerful weapons of suppression. 

One could only imagine what it could do if the All Source could be used one hundred percent. 

The Pillars come from the ideas during the Weronian invasion. 

The Weronian uses the pillars to hold back the suppression of the Heavens of Earth and the suppression 

of the source of power in Earth. 

As for the twelve pillars that the Order of Thinkers had created? 

It is a pillar that is designed to enhance the power of the people of Earth and suppress the invaders 

which is why it could channel the energy of the All Source and even the power of Heaven 



It is the same power that powered up the Eye of Heaven. 

Chapter 759: Where is death monarch? (2) 

The twelve people landed and the twelve pillars were activated. 

The moment the twelve pillars were activated, blinding golden light fill the Antarctica and created 

aurora phenomenon that is slowly spreading outside of Antarctica. 

And then a flash appears that seems to moves extremely fast and then a sound of explosion rocked the 

Heavens 

Like the dawn came in a second, driving away the darkness and then that light dissipates as fast as it 

appears 

A few more of these bright lights appeared 

And then after a few second these flash of bright light disappeared. And the world was silent. The 

invading soldiers and the demons that was flying in the sky disappeared. 

In that one moment, they were disintegrated by a concentration of power that have never been seen 

before on Earth. 

If World Government satellite is still orbiting around the world right now, they would record the highest 

spike of powerful fluctuation of energy that would break through the record of any energy eruption in 

the past years since the Fall began 

The portals that covered the sky and the ground of Antarctica, has suddenly dissipated. 

Time and Space around Antarctica stabilized like something had swept through and repair the broken 

parts of reality and the ailing parts of Time and Space. 

The Antarctica is silent again. Each time the portals opened up, that twelve pillars using the power of 

Heaven and Earth would restrict the formation. 

All over the world right now, all of the Great Powers bring out their big guns. 

Their secret forces and their secret weapons is brought out. Even though there is many deterrence, the 

invaders kept coming and while certain portals are closed, others are opened. 

It is clear that this thing would not end easily. 

The great heroes of the world all went out and fought. The whole world was at war. Since the world 

become bigger, there is also some portals that opened up in a landless land. 

And there are other humans from another world that comes out from these portals 

They either decide to stay or seek about the truth of this world. But just by looking at the sky they could 

see the people of this world fighting. 

Chaos reigns as world collide and realities begins to merge. 

The sun and the moon up in the sky had also changed. 
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No one notices the change because of the battle and the portals 

But there is an eye. At the part of the world where the sun still shines, the sun seems to show the image 

of an eye. 

On the part of the world where it is night, the moon also shows an eye. 

Floating up there outside the sky of Earth, on the coldness of space, is a person covered with his bluish 

with a tint of red robe 

His eyes seem to have some kind of spirals inside it and his body seems to emanate a certain power that 

seems to turns everything around him to be translucent. 

Solid things seem to change its properties when getting near this man. 

It is Hikigaya the Illusionist Archmage. Today, he is trying to break through to Divine Comprehension. 

His attainment is enough and with the sudden influx of energy, today he would scatter his Disk and form 

his Laws. 

And the moon and the sun become his eyes. If Loki could see it now, he would surely be delighted. He 

knew all about the illusion power of Hikigaya. 

Right now, even though Hikigaya did not strike and did not attack, just by maintaining that eye up the in 

the sky, he is creating an illusion. But he is creating the illusion slowly. 

The more people he wanted to pull in into the illusion, he longer the preparation that it needs 

He is making suggestion in his illusion. 

He is making laws in the illusions that he is crafting. He would make the illusion so real that those who 

were trapped inside it could not determine whether it is real or fake. 

In each wind that blows, in each thing that the invaders could sense with their senses, Hikigaya is trying 

to turns all of these into illusions. 

He is not able to penetrate minds like Hirate. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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What he could do was to deceive the sense. 

The five senses could be easily deceived. 

It is like that one finger he pointed at Death Monarch He create the illusion of heaven opening up and 

the seas parted apart. 

Now, he is doing it large scale. A large scale illusion that would affect the entire world. 

If he succeeded, he would breakthrough and gain enough power to fight off against even a Demonic 

Duke. 

‘Scatter!’ He shouted in the vacuum of space. 

The world below seems to change. 



At the same time in Japan, thunders are roaring from all over the island nation. The thunder clouds grew 

larger. Because the world grew larger, the thunder also has to grow larger. 

There up in the sky, with his entire body clad with all kinds of lightning, he is hurling thunderbolts and 

commanding thunderstorms. 

Fighting against the hordes of invading forces of the Seresian world, his face covered up by lightning 

bolts and shining like the brightest star in the Universe, Oreki appear like a god of thunder. 

The Twin Sages of Japan is also fighting. 

In pandemonium, Sina is using her alchemy pills to create a smog that kills all of the invading forces from 

the ground. 

On the sky, a sword glares that seems to flash through the entire world could be seen every one in a 

while. 

That is Shinji the Vice leader of the Shadow guard, showing the reason why he is called the Swift Sword. 

Each time he draws his sword, the sword glare would split apart the Demonic soldiers. It did not matter 

whether the demonic soldier is one hundred or one hundred thousand. 

As long as they are in the line of that sword glare, they would be split into two. 

On the sky there is not only the sword glare but also a white flash that would disappear and appear at 

time. 

Whenever it appears, a few people would die. 

When it disappears, everyone was afraid to see it. 

This is the ability of Sasha the Nightingale. 

The Three Army led by the Three Great generals of Pandemonium also divided their battlefield. 

Wang Jian fought in the sky with his Ruyi Jingu Bang, smashing thousands of enemies, like recreating the 

scene of Sun Wukong Havoc in Heaven. 

Athena joined in riding her Pegasus toward the sky brandishing her Sword of Ares toward the demonic 

soldiers like some kind of Greek Goddess of War 

On the ground, Freya unleash her berserkers creating a quake whenever her army clash with the 

invading force from the portals. 

And this battle also brings back a familiar face back into the battlefield. 

The Celestial Couple, The Celestial Painter Xu Cog and the Heaven Flute Lihua come out from their villa 

to join in the war. 

Heaven Flute Lihua somehow had regained back her power and she is even more powerful than before 

she lost her power 

She is in Disk Formation. 



She uses her flute to confuse the minds of the enemies and uses the elements against them. With each 

tune the flute produce, even the winds seem to sway according to the melody. It brings madness to the 

enemy and calmness to allies. 

Floating up in the air with the flute on her lips, she is like Pan directing the elements of the world with 

her flute 

On the ground there is another heroine that fights the invader from another world other than Freya. 

It is the wife of Wang Jian, Somi the Flower of the Battlefield. She had been low profile since the death 

of her sworn sisters. 

Today, she reminded people why she was one of the rulers of the Plains during the Fake World event. 

Her sword is fast and seems to follow certain pattern that is hard to describe and even harder o imitate. 

Wherever her sword flash, the invaders all died in all kinds of manners. 

The sword arts that Somi had shown is very mystical. 

And on other parts of Pandemonium where the Sky bearing Formation has lost its effectiveness, the 

Three Demoness of Pandemonium also appeared. 

Death Monarch have been searching for them for a long time. 

But it is ironic. 

Loki and Sofia is at World Government while Loki subordinates is at Pandemonium killing enemies. 

Wang Jian, Athena, Freya the Three Great generals of Pandemonium, the Celestial Couple, Sina the 

Genius Alchemist, Shinji the Swift Sword, the Three Demoness, Somi the Flower of the Battlefield, 

Katarina the Ice Queen, Jean the Time Monarch, Raymond the Earthshaker, Hirate the Mind Master, 

Arno the Steel Manipulator, Gisele the White Witch, Oreki the Thunder Monarch, Hikigaya the Illusionist 

Archmage, Loki the Trickster, Sofia the Diviner Archer these great heroes all appears in the battlefield 

fighting against the invasion of worlds. 

But…. where is Death Monarch? 

Chapter 760: How could it be him? 

Death Monarch Azief right now is in that mystical and magical space 

Azief and Will right now is still racing inside the Time and Space tunnel. Every once in a while they share 

speed with each other to maintain the balance of speed. 

They did not want to be separated inside the Time and Space tunnel and end up in different places and 

time 

They could see a flashes of their past and they could see a bit of glimpses of the future. 

But they keep focusing their mind. 

Azief and Will both wanted to see the moment that Will die on the hands of Azief. And the reason for 

wanting to see it is the same for both of them. 
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They wanted to know how such a thing would happen and why it happens. 

And if they knew this hey might be able to stop that tragedy. Azief did not want to kill Will. And Will 

doesn’t understand why Azief would kill him. 

That is why they could trust each other right now. 

Azief also wanted to know something else. The speed they have on their body is slowly being drained 

off. 

In the Time and Space tunnel, they do not seem to possess any solid form. Instead they were like orbs 

that keep moving forward. 

They felt solid but they know that they are not solid. 

Azief look around him and he saw sceneries passes shim by. They do not know how long they have been 

running. 

But they know that they are running toward the future. 

The Time stability of the future is not quite stable. 

Because as it seems to implied, the future did not happen yet. 

If there is anything they would see in the future, it is the possibility of the future and not a real solid 

future yet. 

The future like always is determined by the decision of the past. 

They kept running and running and a few time they nearly strayed off against the Time and Space tunnel 

and sometime they nearly collide with each other. 

Slowly Azief could no longer sees any scenery of his life and his eyes narrowed. 

Will also saw the same thing that Azief did. 

Azief saw his past and his present. 

And Will saw his past and his present. 

But when they both couldn’t see anything, they both know that they are passing the time of the past 

and is closer to the undetermined future. 

This time they felt everything is accelerated. They could feel the speed draining from their body in an 

accelerated manner. 

Before it felt like the trickling of water. Now, it felt like their speed is falling off from them like someone 

opened a tap and speed is coming out of it. 

‘Brace yourself’ Will shouted and Azief nodded. Then they both jump toward the side of the Time and 

Space Tunnel. 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 



It took them a little bit of time to see what was happening. Azief shake his head and felt a dizziness that 

he had never felt before. 

In his mind right now, there is a lot of images. 

Most of it is the images of his past deeds. He then slowly opens his eyes. 

Everything around him is dark but then as his vision grows sharper he could see more clearly. 

He saw Will beside him trying to stand up. The speed around their body still existed but it is slowly going 

away. 

Azief took a deep breath and then he opens it back up with his eyes opened wide in shock. He could not 

believe what he had felt when he takes a deep breath. 

What he felt was energy filling in his entire body. 

It felt like the entire world is full of energy 

Was I wrong? Azief thought to himself. 

He had once speculated that Earth would slowly lose the ability to maintain high output of energy and 

one would have to travels the stars to seek more energy to breakthrough. 

When he returns from his journey of the Supremacy Stairway, he already seen such signs with people 

finding it hard to break through to Disk Formation 

But this vitality that flows between Heaven and Earth, this is even thicker energy concentration than 

when he is in his timeline. He then come toward Will and lift him up 

Still dizzy?’ Azief ask. Will nodded 

‘I am not a Divine Comprehension realm. The after effect is a little bit uncomfortable for me’ Azief 

nodded. 

‘Where are we right now? Or when are we right now? 

Will did not answer instead he closes his eyes and seems to be communicating with some force. Azief 

waited. After a few second he opens his eyes. 

‘So?’ Azief ask 

Will frowned. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website 
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‘This is not our destination’ 

‘What do you mean that this is not our destination?’ 

‘We jump down at the right time. This future is very unstable. We need to enter back the Time and 

Space Tunnel. This place is not where we could see what we want to see’ 

Azief nodded 



‘Fine. Let’s go out and gather more speeds. I think it would be easier now. 

Will nodded 

‘Let us treat this place like a pit stop. There is no need to worry that much. We would just spend a bit of 

time to gather our energy and then we can continue our journey. It is better not to meddle in too much 

things here’ 

Azief first tries to determine their location. 

He spreads his Divine Sense but like it was obstructed by some foreign power he could only sense a few 

meters in front of him. Will also did the same thig. They then both looked at each other 

The Laws of this world seems to be controlled by something else. It is unlike the time where we come 

from 

Will nodded 

‘It is like, the Laws are very organized and I felt like someone is controlling it all’ Will added. Azief 

agreed. 

I guess we could not use Divine Sense. The old fashioned way? Azief suggested 

The old fashioned way Will reply. 

They already realize that they are in a large tunnel-like caves that seems connected to be a network of 

more caves. 

They could not determine how far down they were from the surface. 

Azief and Will is still under the impression that the Earth is still the same size. 

They did not know that after they depart from Earth and enter the Time and Space tunnel, portals to 

another world opened up and Earth Prime started the Multiversal Convergence event where the energy 

shrouded the entire Earth and expands the Milky Way Universe at an unprecedented rate. 

This is why they are very perplexed. This is the result of their actions that they still didn’t know. 

They walk for miles in the cave but they could not see the end. There is a reason why they won’t just 

drill themselves out to the ground. 

The reason is simple. 

They don’t know anything about the world in the future. 

Azief saw some glimpses of the future, but what he saw is usually regarding his future. 

And that battle. And Azief still remember that his future-self had tried to kill him when he is in the Time 

Tunnel. 

That did not instill him with confidence to strut out in the future. He did not know what would happen if 

he revealed himself in the future. 

He might even get killed by his future self just by showing himself. 



Will on the other hand did not think that was possible. 

The only way that the future self could kill his past self was in that time tunnel. Because in that place, 

the time and space is very confused. 

If Azief future-self kills his past right now, in a solid world, then the future Azief would not exist. 

He knows all about diverging timeline but Orvanians guarded the pint of such divergence very carefully. 

But there is nothing wrong in being cautious. 

Will himself did not want to meet his future-self. 

Though his future-self must have known that he would be here right now. 

The fact was that both of their future-self must also know that their past self is here right now…unless 

the perception of their understanding of time is different. 

They might not know because they have not done it and this is the first time they have done it. 

Time is always that confusing. 

Will and Azief did no talk much. 

Even though the area of the cave is dark, the surrounding stony walls emits light from the crystals that 

grows around the cave. 

They were not surprised seeing crystal sprouting like some kind of plants on the lining of the wall. They 

must be even more weird things in the future. 

Even in their time, there is a lot of mysterious plants and unexplainable phenomenon of magical nature 

so this does not even faze them. 

They walk and walk and for hours they keep walking. 

Slowly, Azief and Will felt something wrong. 

This cave is really large they thought and they both looked at each other. 

They both shares the same opinion. Right now, even though they are walking their body is gathering 

speed. 

But they still have to come out and run together to open another Space and Time tunnel. 

He just hopes that the Jean in the future did not notice them. Azief know that Jena is still alive in this era 

because he had seen Jean in his vision in the future with Paulette beside him. 

‘Should we just break out Will ask. 

Azief frowned a bit and then said 

‘I am slowly also wanting to do just that’ 

The moment they spoke about it they suddenly sense something with their Divine Sense., 



They jump to the side and Azief become a shadow of the wall, looking indistinguishable from the many 

shadows that is around the caves. 

Someone is entering the cave structure. They could feel from the sudden change in energy of the 

surrounding. At first, they could not hear anything and only senses the energy 

But then they began hearing sounds. Will and Azief look at each other and they nodded. 

They did not want their location to be exposed and they did not want to affect anything in this future 

Then slowly they could hear a person labored breathing. It is the sound of a grown man breathing 

That person is running deeper into the cave and slowly coming toward their place of hiding. They could 

hear space ripping. No Azief thought to himself. It is not just running. 

Then Azief and Will both felt the flow of Time and Space around the cave seems to be disturbed by a 

foreign energy 

This person whoever he is ripping space and Time apart. They immediately understand what his person 

is trying to do 

He is ripping space, hiding in it and then coming out it and then entering space again and again. He is 

hiding and at the same time running from someone. 

Azief thought to himself 

‘The future must have some powerful figure. I don’t want to get entangled in whatever these is’ 

Then the person that was running and flitting in and out of space on and off finally seems to stop ripping 

space. 

That persons seems to have succeeded in shaking of his pursuer. And his breathing filled the cave. 

Azief and Will waited. 

Step by step that person walked slowly and then the sound of something crashing to the ground echoes 

in the cave 

The person collapsed a few meters from the place where Will and Azief was hiding themselves. Azief 

then walk out from his hiding spot. Will did the same. 

They were about to ignore the person but then Azief movement stopped as he found that person very 

familiar. Will also stop since he too recognizes that person 

They both look at that person face and they both were shocked. 

‘How could it be him?’ these are their thoughts 

 


